Solmetric Application Note:

I-V Curve Tracing Exercises for the PV Training Lab
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Introduction
I-V curve tracing reveals more about the performance of a PV module or array than any other measurement method. It is
also the fastest way to test the performance of a commercial PV array. Thanks to this combination of completeness and
speed, I-V curve tracing is a standard tool used by electrical contractors and solar installers in the commercial and utility
PV industry. Given this situation, it is not surprising that I-V curve tracing equipment is used in training labs of all types –
JATC training centers, technical schools, community colleges and dealer training. Bill Brooks often tells students in his PV
classes to “think like a PV system” and that this “…requires understanding the I-V curve and how it changes based on
ambient conditions and array problems. The I-V curve tracer is the best way to gain an understanding of these changes
since it provides a graphical representation of the array operating characteristics.”
This Application Note describes a series of outdoor PV training lab exercises that use the I-V curve tracer to show how PV
arrays really work and how to troubleshoot problems down to the level of the individual PV module. Trainers who have
brought I-V curve tracing into their programs report that these exercises generate a lot of interest and that participants
commonly invent their own experiments to better understand the factors – such as shade – that affect PV module and
string performance.

Introduction to I-V curve tracing
What is an I-V curve?
The I-V curve (Figure 1) represents all of the possible operating points (current and voltage) of a PV module or string of
modules at the existing conditions of sunlight (irradiance) and temperature. The curve starts at the short circuit current
and ends at the open circuit voltage. The maximum power point, located at the knee of the I-V curve, is the operating
point that delivers the highest output power. It is the job of the inverter to find and operate at that point on the I-V curve,
and to adapt as the curve changes with irradiance and temperature. The P-V curve (power versus voltage) reads zero at
the ends and a maximum at the knee of the I-V curve.
Any impairment – such as shading, soiling, or series resistance – that affects the shape of the I-V curve (Figure 2) will
reduce the maximum power and diminish the value of the array as an energy source.
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Figure 1 I-V and P-V curves for a PV module or string.

Figure 2 The five types of deviation from normal I-V curve shape.

Figures 3 and 4 show an example of a PV performance problem caused by shade. The bottom string of the
residential PV system shown in figure 3 was partly shaded by a nearby tree. The homeowner reported that the
system was producing less power than it did when the PV array was newly installed.
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Figure 3 Residential PV system with partial shade on the lower string.

Figure 4 shows the I-V and P-V (power versus voltage) curves of the partially shaded string in figure 3. The five
red dots represent the expected shape of the I-V curve based on the PV models built into the Solmetric PV
Analyzer. The measured I-V curve (the red curve) shows a series of notches or steps, which is common in
shading and other mismatch situations. It is as if the I-V curve has many small knees. That situation always
produces a P-V curve (the blue curve) that has multiple peaks. In this example, the peak of the P-V curve was
40% lower than it would have been if there was no shade on the lower string.

Figure 4 I-V and P-V curves of the partially shaded string in figure 3.
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What is the background of I-V curve tracing in the PV industry?
I-V curve tracing has been used for decades in PV R&D, manufacturing, and field testing. It is the most comprehensive
measurement that can be performed on a PV module, string or array. Until recently, curve tracers were too expensive and
heavy for routine field use. In late 2010, Solmetric introduced the PVA-600 PV Analyzer, which combined an affordable,
compact, rugged, easy to use curve tracer with built-in performance modeling so that the user can instantly determine
whether the PV module or string is performing properly. The companion Solmetric Data Analysis Tool does all the work of
analyzing the data and creating graphs for project reports.
Some PV Analyzer users have adopted this test method to reduce their test times, others to gain deeper insight into PV
system performance. Together, these are a winning combination.

What are the benefits of I-V curve tracing?
Reduced test time
I-V curve tracing measures array performance with a single electrical connection at each combiner box, and a single
measurement per string. After opening the dc disconnect to isolate the combiner box from the rest of the array, the
operator lifts the touch-save string fuses and connects the curve tracer’s alligator test leads to the combiner box’s buss
bars. Then one at a time, the fuses are inserted and the strings measured. Data is saved electronically and the entire
process takes less than 15 seconds per string. There is no need to return to the array again later to measure operating
current on each string, because the I-V measurement has already determined the maximum power and the maximum
power current and voltage.

No need to bring the inverter on-line to test PV string performance
Traditional test methods required the inverter to be brought on-line in order to measure the operating current of each
string under load. I-V curve tracing eliminates this requirement by measuring the performance of each PV string under all
load conditions. This means you can perform your startup testing once, earlier in the project, without waiting to bring the
inverter on-line.

Reduced start-up and commissioning risk
Testing the array before the inverter is brought on-line means less risk of array-side problems showing up during start-up
or commissioning.

More detailed measurement results
In addition to measuring the traditional parameters such as short circuit current and open circuit voltage, curve tracing
measures the maximum power point. Traditional methods require the operator to return to the array to measure the
operating current of each string with the inverter on-line. It is important to note that operating current is only an
approximation to maximum power current, because the operating point is affected by the inverter and the other strings.
In addition, any deviation in the shape of the I-V curve compared with the on-screen model gives important clues to the
nature of the impairment for troubleshooting purposes.

Efficient data management
I-V curve measurement data is saved electronically, eliminating data recording errors. The Solmetric I-V Data Analysis tool
automatically produces a family of displays of array performance, making it easy to visually demonstrate that PV strings
are performing consistently and in line with expectations. If performance issues exist, the tool quickly draws attention to
the problem strings.
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Detailed performance baseline
PV arrays are extremely robust and reliable, but performance does gradually degrade. Occasionally a module will fail. I-V
curve tracing gives you a detailed baseline against which to compare measurements taken over the life of the PV system.
Module degradation and failures are easily measured and documented, facilitating module warranty claims.
Taken as a whole, these advantages reduce the costs and risks associated with PV system construction and testing, and
provide a baseline for ongoing maintenance.

More efficient troubleshooting
Curve tracing revolutionizes the troubleshooting of PV strings. Often the problem can be isolated to an individual module
without even disconnecting the modules from one another. Just measure the string of modules repeatedly, shading a
different module each time. All of the measurements will look alike except for the one in which the failed module was
shaded. The Solmetric PV Analyzer has features that make this comparison easy.

Exercises for the outdoor PV training Lab
Understanding the impact of irradiance on module current, voltage and power
Background
Solar cells produce a voltage when light strikes them. The voltage will appear in the morning when the sky begins to
brighten, even before the sun is up. It would be dangerous to assume that when the sun is low in the sky, a PV array is
harmless, so always use caution and proper Personal Protective Equipment when handling PV circuits.
In this lab module, we’ll look at how the amount of sunlight affects the current and voltage a PV module produces.

Exercise 1
In each of these setups, measure the I-V curve of the PV module and notice how much the short circuit current and open
circuit voltage change.
Orient a PV module toward the sun and connect it to the I-V curve tracer. Take a measurement and note the short circuit
current, the open circuit voltage, and the maximum power. Then cover the module with a single layer of plastic window
screen. Take a fresh I-V curve and again note the short circuit current, open circuit voltage and maximum pwer. How
much did each of these values change?
Now remove the window screen and measure the I-V curve with the module facing the sun, and with the module rotated
about 45 degrees out of alignment with the sun. Again compare the short circuit currents, open circuit voltages, and
maximum power values.
In each case, which parameters were most strongly affected, current, voltage, or power?

Understanding how PV modules respond to shade
Background
In PV modules designed for grid-tie applications, the individual cells are typically all connected in series. The amount of
current a PV cell can generate (or pass along from the other cells) depends directly on the amount of light power
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(irradiance) hitting the cell. This means that shading of even just one PV cell can create an electrical current bottleneck
that hurts the performance of the entire chain. This situation can also lead to extreme heating of the shaded cell. To
protect individual cells from overheating under partially shaded conditions, and to keep the rest of the array producing
energy, modules are equipped with bypass diodes, which are typically mounted inside the junction boxes on the back of
the modules. Each bypass diode is connected across a different sub-string of PV cells within the module. In a typical 72 cell
module, there are usually 3 bypass diodes, as shown in figure 5. When shade falls on a PV cell, the bypass diode that
spans that particular group of cells turns on, shunting current around the shaded cells.

Shade

Figure 5 The path of current flow in a 72-cell, 3 cell string, grid tie PV module
This reduces heating of the shaded cell and keeps the rest of the cells producing energy. Because shading of a single cell
causes its cell string’s bypass diode to switch off the entire group of cells, PV modules are very sensitive to shade, and the
response to shade is less predictable than in the case of solar thermal collectors (where the collected energy drops in
direct proportion to the amount of surface that is shaded).
This exercise helps students understand how bypass diodes work and also how sensitive solar panels are to shade of
various configurations.
This exercise has two exercises. The first involves a physical demonstration of the effect of partial shade on the output
power of a PV module, using a water pump as the electrical load. The second part involves making I-V curve
measurements of the module under those same shading conditions, to show how the I-V curve looks under shaded
conditions. In this case, the I-V curve tracer acts as a variable load, tracing out the I-V or ‘load’ curve.
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Exercise 2
Install a 12v dc bilge pump in the bottom of a bucket with the output spout pointing straight upward, as shown below.
Then fill the pail with water and connect it to the output of an 18v, 5 amp PV module. Point the PV module at the sun.

Figure 6 Water pump for demonstrating the performance of a PV module in the outdoor lab.
With the PV module facing the sun, observe how high the water shoots into the air. The height of the water column gives
an idea of how much power the PV module is delivering. Then shade individual PV cells with your hand, and notice how
shading affects the pumping.
Next, cut two pieces of cardboard, each the size of a single cell. Cover two randomly selected cells and notice the effect
on the pumping action. If you shade two cells that belong to the same cell string, either piece of cardboard alone will have
the same effect because either one alone is enough to turn on that cell string’s bypass diode. If you shade two cells that
belong to different cell strings, pumping action will be greatly reduced because two cell strings are bypassed.
Next, cut a piece of cardboard the width of a single cell and the length of two cells. Place the cardboard over two cells in
the same cell string as shown below. Notice the change in pumping action compared to the unshaded module. This
location of the shade causes one cell string to be bypassed, so the PV module puts out 1/3 less voltage and power.

Figure 7 Shading one cell string, causing its bypass diode to conduct, shunting current around the cell string.
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Figure 8 Shading two cell strings, causing two bypass diodes to conduct, further reducing module output.

Next, rotate the cardboard to cover one cell in each of two adjacent cell strings, as shown in figure 8. Notice the effect on
the pumping action. When you cover two cells that are in different cell strings, both bypass diodes will conduct, taking out
both cell strings, and the output voltage and power are reduced by 2/3. This is a huge difference in output power for the
same amount of shade. The only difference is where the shade falls on the module.

Exercise 3
Disconnect the PV module from the pump and connect it to the I-V curve tracer.
Measure the I-V curve of the unshaded module. Notice the shape: a horizontal leg, a slanted downward leg, and a ‘knee’
between them. The curve is very smooth.
Then measure the I-V curve with the piece of cardboard covering two cells in the same cell string (top photo, above).
Notice that the module is producing 1/3 less voltage (and 1/3 less power because power = voltage x current).
Finally, measure the I-V curve with the piece of cardboard covering one cell in each of two cell strings (bottom photo,
above). Notice that the module is producing 2/3 less voltage and power.

It is important to understand that the shading effects discussed above can be seen using the I-V curve tracer, but cannot
be observed using traditional test equipment such as a digital multi-meter or DC clamp-meter.

Identifying module mismatch problems
Background
PV arrays are usually designed with all of the modules mounted at the same tilt angle and facing the same compass
heading. The values of tilt and heading are selected to maximize the annual (or seasonal) output of the system. Energy
output is greatest when the sun is directly in front of the array, that is, when the array – and each module in it – is
presenting the maximum area to the sun.
If the modules were not all facing the sun, some would intercept less solar energy than others, and would therefore
generate less current. These less-illuminated modules would be a bottleneck to current from the better-illuminated
modules that are connected in series with it. This situation is called mismatch.
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There are a number of possible causes for mismatch, including modules facing different directions; modules having
different electrical specifications; modules soiled to different degrees; non-uniform shading of the array.
This module is designed to demonstrate the concept of module mismatch.

Exercise 4
This is an example of alignment-induced mismatch. Position two series-connected PV modules near each other. Adjust
their tilt and compass heading so that they are in approximately the same plane and approximately facing the sun.
Measure the I-V curve of the two modules in series. You should see the classic smooth I-V trace with an upper leg, a lower
leg, and a knee.
Next, move one of the modules out of alignment with the sun (say 45 degrees off) and measure the I-V curve again. You
will notice that the I-V curve has a step in the center of it. The higher of the two sections represents the module that is
more aligned with the sun. The lower section represents the module that is misaligned. Experiment with the amount of
misalignment, and notice how it affects the lower of the two I-V curve sections.

Exercise 5
This is an example of shade induced mismatch. Cut a section of plastic window screen into a rectangle at least the size of
one of the PV modules. With the two modules connected as above and both facing the sun, measure the I-V curve under
full sun. Then cover one module with a single layer of the window screen, and re-measure the I-V curve of the pair of
modules. Notice that one part of the I-V curve will be much lower than the other. The relative height of the two parts of
the I-V curve tells you something about the percentage of light that the window screen blocks. Most window screens
block about ½ of the incoming solar energy.

Exercise 6
This is an example of module mismatch. Find two PV modules that have significantly different short circuit current
ratings, orient them toward the sun, connect them in series, and measure the I-V curve. Notice the relative height of the
two sections of the I-V curve. Is this what you would expect from the relative difference in the short circuit currents of the
two modules, as listed on their backside labels?
It is important to understand that these effects can be seen using the I-V curve tracer, but cannot be observed using
traditional test equipment such as a digital multi-meter or DC clamp-meter.

Identifying series resistance problems
Background
Series resistance causes voltage drop and dissipates power, so solar panels are designed to have minimal internal series
resistance. As PV modules age, their internal resistance tends to gradually increase due to changes in the cells and the
development of high resistance points in the modules’ internal wiring. The resistance of electrical connections external to
the PV modules also tends to increase over the years (for instance because of corrosion at connectors). Referring to
Figure 2, series resistance causes a reduced slope in the downward leg of the I-V curve. If you measure a PV module’s
open circuit voltage, you will not be able to detect this series resistance, because no current is flowing. You will also not
be able to observe it if you measure the short circuit current. However, you can see the effect of series resistance in the
measured I-V curve.
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In this lab module we’ll look at the effect of series resistance on the output power of a single PV module. As supporting
equipment you will need several 1-ohm, 100W resistors. You will insert one or more of them in the electrical circuit
between the PV module and the curve tracer. Take care that all connections and the resisters themselves are mounted
and insulated to prevent shock exposure. Even the output of a single PV module can be lethal.

Exercise 7
Orient a single PV module toward the sun. Connect the curve tracer to the PV module, and measure the I-V curve. Save
the curve in memory and write down the values of maximum power and maximum power voltage and current.
Then insert a single 1-ohm resistor in the circuit between the PV module and the curve tracer. Re-measure the I-V curve
and save it, and again write down the values of maximum power and maximum power voltage and current.
Repeat the test two more times, with two and three 1-ohm resistors in series.
What does increasing series resistance do to the output power as measured by the curve tracer?
Observe the way the maximum power voltage and maximum power current changed with the amount of series
resistance. Which change more radically?
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